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a b s t r a c t

Various smart grid control systems have been developed with different architectures. Comparison helps
developers identify their strong and weak points. A three-step analysis method is proposed to facilitate
the comparison of independently developed control systems. In the first step, a microgrid model is
created describing demand and supply patterns of controllable and non-controllable devices (Flex
Street). In the second step, a version of Flex Street is used to design a case, with a given control objective
and key performance indicators. In the last step, simulations of different control systems are performed
and their results are analysed and compared. The Flex Street model describes a diverse set of households
based on realistic data. Furthermore, its bottom-up modelling approach makes it a flexible tool for
designing cases. Currently, three cases with peak-shaving objectives are developed based on scenarios of
the Dutch residential sector, specifying various penetration rates of renewable and controllable devices.

The proposed method is demonstrated by comparing IntelliGator and TRIANA, two independently
developed control systems, on peak reduction, energy efficiency, savings and abated emissions. Results
show that IntelliGatorda real-time approachdis proficient in reducing peak demand, while TRIANAda
planning approachdalso levels intermediate demand. Both systems yield benefits (V5e54 per house-
hold per year) through reduced transport losses and network investments in the distribution network.

� 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Futureenergyscenariosof theNetherlands take intoaccount a shift
towards more distributed energy resources (DER), including renew-
able power technologies [1]. The introduction of technologies such as
wind turbines and photovoltaics brings about issues concerning
intermittency and overproduction [2,3]. To helpmitigate these issues,
localdemandresponse (DR)andenergystoragemaybeconsidered [4].

Integrating the DR and storage solutions requires an energy
management system for smart grid control, that can respond to

fluctuating demand and supply through direct-load control [5].
Different control architectures have been developed, which
exhibit different characteristics (Section 2.1). The evaluation and
comparison of control systems is useful for developers, as they
can more effectively recognise strong and weak points of their
systems. Different methods of evaluation are currently used
(Section 2.2).

In our research, a new analysis method is proposed (Section 3)
that is able to compare independently developed control systems
using the Flex Street model (Section 4). The analysis method is
demonstrated by designing three exemplary cases (Section 5) and
comparing the IntelliGator and TRIANA control systems (Section 6).

2. Related work

2.1. Control architectures

Architectures of control systems are usually discussed within
the context of microgrids, i.e. sections of the low voltage
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distribution network containing loads as well as DER. Microgrids
focus on autonomy by matching supply and demand internally.
Achitectures are often designed as a multi-agent system, which fits
the characteristics of microgrids as distributed, dynamic, scalable
and modular systems [6]. Three levels are discerned in the opera-
tion of microgrid control [7,8]. Primary and secondary control are
concerned with safeguarding and optimising power quality,
respectively.1 This study focuses on the evaluation of tertiary con-
trol systems.

Tertiary control replaces the actions of secondary control by
scheduling device dispatch according to some optimisation process
(usually economic). This requires communication between local
controllers (i.e. devices). A central controller is commonly insti-
tuted to create a hierarchical communication topology. However,
different governance structures may appear depending on the roles
of the controllers [13].

In a hierarchical system, a central controller optimises the
scheduling and issues commands to local controllers, thus leading
to centralised control. If instead of commands, only requests are
sent for a cap on quantity or price, control becomes more
decentralised.

In a market system, local controllers compete for resources,
while a central controller acts as auctioneer (i.e. mediated trade).
Provided that all market participants are perfectly competitive, this
leads to decentralised control [14]. When a central controller can
(and does) set market prices, this leads to more centralised control.

An alternative governance structure to hierarchies and markets
is a co-operative network [15]. Co-operative networks are less
guided by a formal structure of authority, depending on reciprocal
communication and exchange (i.e. direct trade). This form of
governance has also received attention in the context of virtual
power plants [16]. The role of a central controller, if any, would be
limited to that of a bulletin board listing offers from available de-
vices [17,18].

2.2. Evaluation studies

The most common evaluation methods for individual (tertiary)
control systems are case study simulations and field trials; both are
usually defined in the context of microgrids. Evaluation studies
exist for all three types of control architectures, such as in Refs [19e
23] (hierarchy-based), Refs [24e27] (market-based) and Refs [28e
30] (network-based). Performance indicators vary considerably, or,
in some studies, are absent completely.

Several studies also provide a comparison of different control
systems, all of which using case study simulations. Three different
analysis methods are used for these comparisons (Fig. 1):

1. independent simulations of systems operating on different
cases, which yields a qualitative comparison (e.g. Ref. [31]);

2. simulations operating on equivalent cases, which gives a
quantitative comparison (e.g. Refs. [32,5]); and

3. co-simulations of control systems within the same case, which
enables a quantitative assessment of interoperability, competi-
tion and emergent properties (e.g. Ref. [33]).

The first two methods are mainly used to evaluate microgrid
control, while the third method is used to evaluate virtual power
plant control.

Although evaluation studies have made attempts to provide
standardised cases, they either show a limited scope (i.e. a small or

uniform device population) or have not actually been subjected to
multiple control system architectures. The present study imple-
ments the second analysis method. However, it is explicitly set up
to facilitate the comparison of independently developed control
systems. Furthermore, our case study aims to resemble a realistic
setting for the operation of smart grid control systems, describing a
large and diverse device population.

3. Analysis method

The proposed method consists of three steps: In the first step,
the Flex Street model generates versions of a residential microgrid.
In the second step, a case is made by assigning an objective to these
microgrids, and defining key performance indicators (KPI) for the
control systems. In the final step, different control systems are
simulated in a case study, and the output of the simulations is
analysed using the KPI.

A clear separation between the assembly of a case and the
simulations of developed control systems has two benefits: it en-
ables the use of pre-existing simulation environments (simulators)
owned by participating developers, and it facilitates the creation of
standardised cases for comparison studies.

4. Flex Street

The Flex Street model represents a microgrid of 400 houses
connected to themain gas and electricity grid. The houses are fitted
with a selection of distributed energy resources (DER), storage
options and controllable loads (Fig. 2). Submodels of all devices are
described in Section 4.1e4.3. The majority of devices is modelled in
a bottom-up approach to create flexibility in case design. Flex Street
currently describes the demand and supply patterns (electricity
and heat) of all devices within the microgrid for one year, using a
time step of 15 min. Devices were modelled with prognostic

Fig. 1. Behavioural comparison methods depicted by giraffes feeding on savannah
trees.

1 Different architectures of primary and secondary control are discussed in Refs.
[9,10] and [7,11,12], respectively.
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